


Figure 15—Elaboration Part 1

More intraverbal examples with more to consider: You hear 
“animal” and so have a tendency to say “zoo” or “cat” or 
“pet” (or any number of other responses: “tiger” or “lion” or 
“monkey” etc.). In such cases (i.e., with intraverbals), the 
control is “thematic.” That is, the control of the stimulus over 
the response is through the conditioned relations between 
and among verbal responses. Here are more examples:

! In America, how would people respond (i.e., what would 
they say) to my stimulus (i.e., if I said) “red, white, and …”? 
These are thematically related through the colors (and even 
the conditioned sequence of colors) of the American flag…

! In China (in English and likely, even in translation, in 
Chinese), what would people say if I said “The East is …”? 
This is thematically related as a conditioned line in a song…

And what about that translation question?



Figure 15—Elaboration Part 2

Even more to consider: Translation (with examples): Translation 
involves different response forms to the same controlling 
verbal variables, without any point to point correspondence; 
hence it is intraverbal behavior. For example:

! The sign for “cat,” which is to stroke long whiskers… may 
be considered to have three parts, but none of them control 
the first part of “cat” (the “c” in c–a–t) any more than they 
control any other part… Rather, the control between “cat” and 
that sign is thematic as in the equivalent verbal responses in 
different verbal communities; hence it is intraverbal behavior.

! Consider “tian” and “field”… (spoken or “written”…)

! Consider “Xingwei Xue” and “Behaviorology”…

All translation, regardless of verbal community or sense 
mode, is intraverbal behavior… (Now, there is a source of 
substantive implications, and applications…)





Figure 16—Addendum Part 1

#1: If I asked you to write (or say) whatever you might 
think of when I say “under,” one of the things you would be 
likely to write (or say) would be “over” as “under” has some 
thematic controlling relations to responses having to do with 
space, location, etc. Other things you might write (or say) 
[or sign] could be “around” and/or “through” etc.

#6: This could be just an inaccurate tact (perhaps from 
inaccurate seeing…). Or it could be an example of one 
of the more complex tact relations (e.g., a metaphoric 
tact extension) that we have too little time to cover in 
this presentation (but would cover in any regular Verbal 
Behavior course).

#9…



Figure 16—Addendum Part 2

#9: The verbal behavior occurs when it occurs because 
a stimulus occurs (the entering parent, a listener, an 
audience). At the same time, the form of the verbal response 
(“cookie”) occurs because of an Establishing Operation 
(EO), in this case a type of food deprivation. (Look back to 
the “Figure 10 Summary,” especially the middle point.)

Similarly, if the child had been napping indoors such that 
an EO, like activity deprivation, was occurring, then getting 
outside would be more reinforcing, and any behavior that 
previously obtained access to outside would be more likely. 
We could loosely say that the child wanted out. And if no 
listener were present, the child might (if he or she could) open 
the door and go out. But if the child could not just open the 
door and go out (perhaps the door knob is out of reach), then 
she or he would be unlikely to say anything until a listener 
appeared, and then he or she would say “out” (as a mand)…








